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• WHO?  Our Dream Role Audition Challenge is open to ALL actors and actresses grades 1- 12! 
• CHOOSE your Dream Role character. 
• CHOOSE & REHEARSE a 30-60 second monologue/scene or song belonging to that 

character.  Choose a monologue or scene if your character is from a play and a song if from a musical. 
• RECORD video of you performing your monologue/scene OR song (not both). 
• SHOW OFF by posting your audition on Instagram or Facebook using #fwyoutheatre or email to 

admin@fortwayneyoutheatre.org anytime between Thursday, April 30- Wednesday, May 6!  Please 
include a short explanation of what role you are auditioning for and why it’s your dream role in your 
written post or email.   

• WIN!  Anyone posting an audition with the above hashtag will automatically be entered in a drawing 
to win a free online Youtheatre E-cademy class! 

 
BASIC DOs & DON’Ts 
DO memorize your audition if at all possible…but it’s okay to glance at the script if needed. 
DO use an accompaniment track for songs if at all possible.  Playing piano or guitar is great too.  While singing 
a cappella (without any accompaniment) is okay, it should be your last resort. 
DO use a scene if you can’t find a monologue from a play.  Have someone read the other lines from off camera. 
DO feel free to use props, furniture or costume pieces…but don’t feel like you have to. 
DO keep all auditions rated G or PG.  Use good judgement and choose something appropriate for your age.  
Older actors should not feel like they have to shy away from challenging material, but language must be 
appropriate.  If you wouldn’t show it to your grandma, try something else! 
DO start your audition with: 
“I’m (FIRST NAME ONLY) and I’ll be auditioning for the role of (INSERT DREAM ROLE).” 
DO end by saying Thank you!” after your audition. 
DON’T use hateful or discriminatory speech.   
DON’T wear clothing with inappropriate language or alcohol, tobacco, or drug advertisements. 
 
 

Tips… 
• A quick google search can usually find a monologue or song lyrics. 
• Accompaniment tracks for many songs can be found on Youtube or iTunes. 
• For most people, when using accompaniment tracks, recording with your smart phone is better than your 

computer.  Computer internal mics are designed to filter out the music as background noise. 
• Make sure you are well lit, framed in the center of the camera and that you and any music can be heard 

as clearly as possible.  Try a short test to make sure these elements are right before filming your whole 
audition. 


